Cardinals across languages: Deriving form and meaning of two types of numerals
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Two functions of cardinal numerals. Cardinals have at least two different functions: ABSTRACT COUNTING , used in contexts such as Two plus two is four, and OBJECT COUNTING , as in four apples (Bultinck
2005, Rothstein 2017). Languages often distinguish these functions morphologically (Hurford 1998), though
also they often do not. Table (1) gives a representative typology of formal relations between the two types. In
addition to symmetric languages, there are two types of asymmetric languages, i.e., plain asymmetric and
inverse asymmetric. This is based on the frequency of the pattern (inverse asymmetric languages are rare).
LANGUAGE

(1)

ABSTRACT COUNTING

OBJECT COUNTING

four
yon
taalat-at

four
yon-ko
taalat

English
Japanese
Arabic

TYPE

symmetric
asymmetric
inverse asymmetric

Universal semantic features. In order to account for the data, we propose the ingredients in (2). We assume
three syntactic heads and a type-shifting operation iota which can lower the type of a predicate (Partee
1987). NUM is a lower bounded set, e.g., {4, 5, 6, ...}. CARD takes a set of numbers as its input and returns a
set of entities (Landman 2003). It forms an expression that can be used for counting actual objects. Finally,
EXACT is interpreted as a predicate modifier which yields a subset consisting of the smallest elements of a
set of numbers or entities. Due to its typal flexibility it can attach either to [NUM] or to [CARD NUM].
(2)

a. JNUMK⟨n,t⟩ = λmn .m ≥ n
b. iota = λP⟨α,t⟩ .ιxα [P (x)]

c. JCARDK⟨⟨n,t⟩,⟨e,t⟩⟩ = λ P⟨n,t⟩ λxe .#(x) ∈ P
d. JEXACTK⟨⟨α,t⟩,⟨α,t⟩⟩ = λP⟨α,t⟩ .MIN(P )

Composition. Combining these ingredients yields the structures in (3). Application of iota to (3-a) returns
the unique integer equal to the relevant number, e.g., 4 (Kennedy 2015). A resulting expression can thus be
used as a name of a number concept. On the other hand, (3-b)–(3-d) are object-counting expressions. As
desired, (3-c)–(3-d) have obligatory exact interpretations in predicative uses (Partee 1987, Geurts 2006).
(3)

a.
b.

[EXACT NUM]
[CARD NUM]

ABSTR . COUNT
OBJ . COUNT

c.
d.

[EXACT [CARD NUM]]
[CARD [EXACT NUM]]

OBJ . COUNT
OBJ . COUNT

Nanosyntax. To account for the morphological patterns, we adopt the view that lexical entries link morphemes to non-trivial syntactic structures. Following Starke (2009), the Superset Principle allows a given
morpheme to pronounce any sub-constituent contained in its entry. An entry such as (4-a) can pronounce
(4-b) or (4-c) (both are sub-constituents). (4-d) is not its sub-constituent and cannot be pronounced by (4-a).
(4)

a.

[EXACT [CARD NUM]]

b.

[CARD NUM]

c.

[NUM]

d.

[EXACT NUM]

Typology. The proposed system is able to derive all the attested variation by treating different types of
numerals as lexically specified for different structures, see Table (5). In symmetric languages, numerals
spell out all the three heads, which allows them to appear in both functions. In asymmetric languages,
numerals lexicalize only the abstract-counting meaning, and require additional morphology, i.e., a classifier,
to modify a noun. Finally, in inverse languages, object counting numerals are specified as [EXACT [CARD
NUM ]. With such an entry, the numeral cannot function as an abstract-counting numeral ([ EXACT NUM ] is
not a sub-constituent). Therefore, the element EXACT has to be expressed separately, e.g., by at in Arabic.

(5)

TYPE

LANGUAGE

NUMERAL

ADDITIONAL MORPHEME

SYMMETRIC

English
Japanese
Arabic

four ⇔ [CARD [EXACT NUM]]
yon ⇔ [EXACT NUM]
taalat ⇔ [EXACT [CARD NUM]]

Ø
rin ⇔ [CARD]
at ⇔ [EXACT]

ASYMMETRIC
INVERSE
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